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ISHTAR ANTARES – ARTICLES
taken from various websites
-JOURNEY INTO THE RESISTANCE MOVEMENT
-THE UNDERGROUND KINGDOM OF LIGHT
-THE VISION

JOURNEY INTO THE RESISTANCE MOVEMENT
The main body of the Resistance movement came to Earth from planet X with the aid of
teleportation chambers in December 1999. They have settled down in underground bases that were
emptied before in severe battles between the dark forces and the remnants of Agartha kingdom and
the so called Organization. The Organization was a forerunner for the Resistance movement and
was a leading resisting force against the dark ones throughout the human history. Between 1975 and
1999 they had their main command center about one thousand feet below the underground railway
system of New York. When the weakened forces of the Organization were refreshed with members
of the Resistance movement they renewed together many underground dwellings and moved their
main command center to a new location.
Now the Resistance movement has most of its locations under bigger surface cities between 100
feet and 8.6 miles underground. Most locations are between 150 and 1500 feet underground. All
their locations are sealed hermetically and isolated from surface influences, such as viruses, dust,
polluted air, micro/nanochips. Dwellings are constructed in a specific way to avoid undeground
structures which were built by the surface civillization for its needs, such as electric installations,
water supply systems, underground railway, mining tunnels, military installations, drinking water
reservoirs, oil pipelines and drillings, scientific laboratories, installations and drillings…Some most
important Resistance movement centres are located under following cities: New York, Los Angeles,
Salt Lake City, London, Munich and Ljubljana (in Slovenia). Locations that are close to the surface
are sometimes lit by sunlight which is directed there with a special mirroring system. Locations that
are in greater depths are lit with a soft dispersed light being emitted from free energy light
chambers. Those dwellings are thermally insulated since surrounding rock has a pretty high
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temperature when more than few miles underground.
The Resistance movement consists of three concentric circles. The inner circle has few dozen
members which are leaders of the Resistance movement. Only those with extraordinary skills and
talents and those that are willing to accept great responsibilities can qualify for those positions. The
middle circle consists of hundreds thousands of members with special gifts for planning,
organization, technology research and development, psychology, medicine, healing, spirituality,
creativity, art, music…The outer circle are army forces. They are not soldiers as we know them on
the surface but experienced interplanetary fighters who do not fight only with blind force but have
reached a high level of spiritual development also. Their purpose is to liberate the surface of Earth
from the dark forces and to assist humanity in building a new civillization.
Dark forces are still blocking almost all activity of the Resistance movement on the surface with
their military superiority. The Resistance movement has means to remove all disease and poverty of
humanity and they will use them when military victory over the dark forces will be achieved. The
Resistance movement also has vast financial resources of over 100000 billion dollars. This
monetary mass is now blocked but will be used for benefit of humanity with the victory of the
Resistance movement.
Money is not needed inside the Resistance movement since they have technology that brings them
everything they need in life. They use smaller amounts of money for their surface activities, which
are not yet very frequent. Everybody inside the Resistance movement does the work he is most
talented for. Nobody is forced to work. Every work is done from an inner need for creation. Talents
are encouraged and not suppressed as it is the case on the surface. Artists can create new music or
excel in painting or sculpture. There are special museums in middle circle of the Resistance
movement with objects of art from Atlantis and other high cultures, esprecially Graeco - Roman
culture, that serve as a source of inspiration . Everybody from the Resistance movement has access
to important pieces of information which are transmitted from the Pleiadian information network.
The basic cell of society is not family as is the case on the surface, but soul family, where people
meet and mingle according to soul connections they have. Their relationships are much more open,
expression of emotional and sexual energies is allowed. Despite all that their relationships are not
completely harmonious since the Resistance movement has not yet recovered completely
emotionally from severe battles with the dark forces few years ago.
Science and technology are very developed inside the Resistance movement. The Resistance
movement is actively cooperating with the Galactic confederation which has its strongholds
throughout the solar system. They use teleportation chambers for long distance transportation,
especially for journeys towards the asteroid belt and planet X. The Resistance movement uses
materialization chambers to materialize whatever they need from the etheric substance. They use
those chambers to make machines, equipment, objects for daily use and food. Some people prefer to
prepare food in a traditional way - by growing vegetables and cooking. Free energy chambers are
the main source of energy inside the Resistance movement and they produce physical energy out of
the etheric substance. This technology is recently being replaced with tachyon energy which is not
based upon electromagnetic radiation and is a clear source of energy of light. With tachyon
receivers it is possible to permeate the physical matter with tachyons so that it becomes an emitter
of pure light. This process is called tachyonization.
By using this process they make wonderful refreshment drinks and change them into an elixir of
life, which rejuvenates cells of their bodies. Cloning technology is developed to its perfection and
with its aid everyone can choose a physical body according to his taste. People have no health
problems except for occasional symptoms that have emotional origin. Eventual problems with inner
organs are not removed with operations but with special materialization chambers. Their
biotechnologists have developed so called bioskin that can heal up any physical wound in a few
moments. With the use of nanotechnology they have developed miniature robots for removal of
viruses and harmful biochips. Their computer programmers have broken into the mainframe
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computer of the dark forces. This computer has a program that controls thinking processes of
humanity with a network of microbiochips that are implanted in the brain of every living human on
the surface of the planet. A good example of this program is shown in the Matrix movie. When the
program in the mainframe computer will be completely broken, the biochip network will begin
falling apart and people will realize in astonishment that they have lived psychologically for years
in a virtual world without any real contact with themselves, with each other or with nature and the
universe. When was the last time that you have been watching the sunset?
Spiritual guidance of the Resistance movement is the Atlantean network. The Atlantean network
also consists of three circles. The inner circle are few dozens of priests from Atlantis that have
retreated from the surface 25 thousand years ago. They still have the same physical bodies since
they have reached immortality. They were completely isolated for all this time without any contact
with the surface in order to preserve the purity of their consciousness. They are the last unchanged
remnants from Atlantis. They live together on a specific energy point inside the Himalayas and are
connected in a special way with the Great White Brotherhood of Ascended masters and with the
Lord of the world, Sanat Kumara. Their purpose is to be an inmermediary between the world of
Ascended masters and the world of unascended human beings.
The middle circle of the Atlantean network consists of few hundreds beings that have contact only
with the inner circle and the Galactic confederation. Their purpose is to preserve the legacy of
Atlantis. The outer circle consists of few thousand members that have physical contacts with the
Resistance movement and offer them spiritual guidance in the form of a mystery school which is a
direct successor of mystery schools of old Atlantis. Sometimes they also influence the surface of the
planet by sending spiritual impressions to those humans that are receptive for spiritual guidance
from the higher mental plane. In the past some highly developed individuals from the surface were
accepted in the middle and outer circle of the Atlantean network. Some of them have already
reached their Ascension, some have left the Earth, some are still part of the Atlantean network.
Underground palaces of the Atlantean network are wonderful, adorned with crystals, surrounded
with waterfalls and running water. In crystal temples of Atlantean network the legacy of Atlantis is
waiting for a time when on the surface it will establish a just world of New Atlantis.

THE UNDERGROUND KINGDOM OF LIGHT
In Atlantean times, 25,000 years ago, when Earth became a quarantine planet under the occupation
of dark forces, one part of forces of light withdrew under the surface and built there a civillization
of many cities of light, interconnected with vast system of tunnels. In those Atlantean cities, beings
were pursuing their spiritual path under the vigilant guidance of the King of the world, lord Sanat
Kumara. This kingdom of light is known by the name of Agartha or Shamballa and must not be
confused with Shamballa which exists on the etheric plane since Lemuria and which served as a
spiritual beacon for the underground civillization.
In underground Agartha people lived in harmony between spiritual world and advanced Atlantean
technology that served for their highest good. Each of them knew his higher purpose and followed it
so they lived with each other in harmonious relationships. Until the final deluge of Atlantis they
were protected against attacks of the dark forces which have also built their strongholds in certain
areas of the underworld since then. After the deluge everything changed. Dark forces began to
attack Agartha and as the Tibetan holy book Dzyan said there were fightings between builders and
destroyers and fightings for space". Forces of light were forced to leave many territories which they
inhabited before. The system of underground tunnels was encircling the whole planet. The western
tunnel network had its beginning under Atacama desert in Chile and went in direction of
Tiahuanaco - Cuzco - Mount Shasta - Grand Tetons, under American mainland and under Atlantic
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ocean towards Atlas mountain range in western Africa and then under Ahaggar/Tibesti mountain
ranges towards their final station - the Giza pyramids. One important center was under Mato Grosso
region in Brazil, where Agartha had strong connection with Atlantean cities on the surface. The
Himalayan network was of extraordinary importance. Here underground civillization developed as a
mirror of Atlantean colony which existed on the surface in the area of contemporary Gobi desert. Of
course it was no desert then, it was a subtropical paradise. Himalayan network had its souce under
the Gobi desert and it expanded under Takla Makan desert and then onwards under Pamirs, Altai,
Karakorum, Baltistan, under Kunluns and under Chang Tang plateau towards Himalayas.
After the deluge of Atlantis, certain groups on the surface have come across important spiritual and
scientific discoveries and have therefore retreated in the underground Agartha from the dark forces
which had almost whole surface in their grip by then. These reinforcements have accelerated
scientific and technological progress in Agartha and with united forces they have unsealed old
Atlantean tunnels, restored old Atlantean machines and expanded original underground spaces in
which they dwelt. With those expansions they often followed the course of undergound rivers and
underground energy streams. Development of technology was outstanding. Beyong old Atlantean
crystal technology they were developing teleportation chambers and free energy technology. They
have connected their underground cities with trains that used magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) drive,
which then reached speeds up to 3000 mph. They came into touch with the galactic starfleet which
has succeeded in rescuing some of them from the quarantine Earth. Resistance movement of the
forces of light, which had its starbases on the Moon, Mars, asteroids, moons of outer planets and on
planet X was sending in reinforcements all the time.
In time of ancient Greece certain colonists have voyaged across Atlantic to Brazil and US west
coast and made contact with Agartha there. Many ancient cultures that vanished without a trace (for
example the Mayans) have in fact moved into the Agartha empire. Some Hopi Indians have had
contact with Agartha just a few decades ago. In Agartha, Order of the Star was very active. Its
purpose is healing of separation on planet Earth and also successful completion of experiment of
duality. Kings of Agartha were leaders of the Council of twelve and were a physical anchor for the
energies of Sanat Kumara. Certain American presidents and presidents of some other states had
contact with kings of Agartha during their term. Agartha often exerted its spiritual influence on the
surface, especially the Himalayan network in the region of India and Tibet. Over one thousand years
ago, representatives of Agartha near Gilgit in contemporary Pakistan spread tantric teachings to the
surface. In nineteenth century they strongly influenced teachings of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky who
had physical contacts with them. In the beginning of twentieth century Aagrtha had over twenty
million members. During WW 1, invasion of the dark forces begun. They wanted to break the
power of Agartha. Hordes of warriors of darkness rolled from enormous bases under China,
Indonesia, near East and Africa through tunnels across Atlantic towards Mexico and then
southwestern US to limit the spiritual influence of Agartha on arising western civillization. There
were severe underground physical battles that mirrored on the surface as WW 1 and WW 2. After
victory of the forces of light at the end of WW 2, Agartha turned its attention towards spiritual
awakening of the West. Forces of darkness turned their forces to annihilation of Himalayan network
which reflected on the surface as Chinese occupation of Tibet. Stroke of the dark forces in 1996
weakened Agartha dramatically and in 1999 Agartha was almost erased from its underground
dwellings. Therefore at the end of 1999 very strong reinforcement of forces of light came in the
shape of the resistance movement fighters from the asteroid belt and planet X. Planet X has a radius
of 9000 miles with a suface of frozen methane that gives it a bluish colour. Planet X is orbiting the
Sun in very inclined elliptical orbit 6 to 7 billion miles away.
Forces of darkness had their maximum power between 1996 and 2003. Outer part of the dark forces
are Draconians, humanoid beings from Alpha Draconis star system. Since Atlantis they have a plan
for mass control of human population, named New World Order. They use world politics to create
artificial conflicts between nations and ignite wars to gain profit. Their main centres od activity are
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in Washington, Bruxelles and Rome. They enslave humanity with programmable biochips that are
inserted into human body with vaccinations, and with nanoelectronic devices that control and direct
human thoughts. Through their representatives in church, freemasonry and occult groups they
control human spirituality and create spiritual conflicts. Their core are so called Illuminati, a chosen
group that has control over the System on Earth. Only Illuminati are directly connected with true
masters of the quarantine Earth, a race of creatures which was created millions of years ago by the
Dark lords of Orion with genetic engineering. These creatures prevent advanced extraterrestrial
civillizations access to Earth, holding humanity as a hostage, threatening with nuclear war. They
enslave humanity and keep it in quarantine since Atlantis. This race mostly incarnates in humanoid
clone bodies, although their true shape is in a form of various mutations of spiders, beetles, insects,
reptiles, worms and serpents. Their only motivation is total control over all Creation, spreading
malice, terror and dread. They mostly control humanity with implants that create space/time black
hole anomaly and thus deface human consciousness to a unrecognizable extent, confusing human
mind and emotions. Implants are programmable crystals that were put into physical and energetic
bodies of every single human being on Earth with strong electronic devices. The creature race is
maintaining distorted space/time structure with electromagnetic space/time chambers similar to
those used in Philadelphia experiment. Most efficiently they retard evolution on Earth with threats
and violence, spread by their representatives. They are infiltrated in all pores of human society,
pretending to be ordinary people. Using unlawful means, threats and violence they prevent meetings
between twin souls. In their secret underground bases they have created sexual traumas to many
women with horrible rapes, thus blocking the flow of sexual energy on planet Earth. They also
created traumas to produce multiple pesonality disorders, using victims of this process as slaves.
Height of their power has fortunately already passed and forces of light are defeating them step by
step.
Forces of light are coming to assist in the shape of seventy million members of resistance
movement from planet X. They will cause a change of system on Earth in a near future. Old Asian
legend says that warriors of Shamballa will come to the surface and destroy the forces of darkness.
Resistance movement has developed advanced technology of teleportation chambers, free energy,
cloning and biotechnology as a whole. They have their underground cities mostly under bigger
cities of Europe and USA. Their cities are interconnected with MHD drive tube-train system with
speeds up to 15000 mph. Their underground civillization is a successor of the kingdom of Agartha
which was almost destroyed in attacks of the dark forces between 1996 and 1999.
The core of the light forces are representatives of Atlantean network. This is a group of few
thousand individuals of a very high spiritual vibration that is maintaining the purity of Atlantean
legacy permanently since the times of Atlantis itself. Atlants have their underground residences on
some chosen locations under the Himalayas, under Southern California, under some atolls near
Tahiti and under Titicaca lake. They inspire individuals towards their ideals of creating a harmonic
society that will be known by the name of New Atlantis.
THE VISION
It will begin suddenly, without warning. Many scandals that will disclose true background about
how the system works will shake human masses. Disclosures about how international energetic
mega companies earn billions selling oil, preventing at the same time inventions of free energy to
come to public. Disclosures about pharmaceutical trusts that earn money with »healing« diseases
that are spread with viruses created in hidden laboratories. Disclosures about efficient cures for
AIDS, cancer and other diseases that are known for quite some time, unknown to human masses.
And about world media and censorship there, which is a logical consequence of a fact that few
individuals own most worldly known newspaper, media and telecommunication companies. And
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finally disclosures about a secret world government that has most prominent politicians as its
puppets and which creates profit out of wars and human suffering for millennia, a small group of
beings that you work for in your jobs and voluntarily give them a significant amount of your
monthly salary.
When lists with names, supported with facts will be known, human masses will arise. When facts
will be known about what is happening in the stock market and where the money really goes, this
will create a world stock market crash and fall of the current monetary system. Riots will begin as a
consequence of released emotional energy which was suppressed for so long. In the chaos of those
days members of the resistance movement will reveal themselves to humanity and give guidance
and support. They will penetrate to the surface from their underground realms and bring along
technology that will help humanity to get over those critical moments. They will cure most of
currently known diseases with their medicaments. With their free energy sources they will end
world energy crisis and stop environmental pollution. They will bring information that will open the
eyes of people. Finally people will realize that they have lived in quarantine for millennia. Money
will disappear and will be replaced with exchange of goods based upon vibrational economy. The
resistance movement will assist in establishing new world government which will be chosen by
humanity with its free will and that will lead humanity based on the principles of the galactic codex.
At that point the energy field of the planet will be cleared significantly. Memories of Atlantis will be
returning to people and they will begin to create a New Atlantis, a new civilization of Light.
Buildings will be constructed in a combination of Atlantean and modern architecture which will be
in harmony with nature. Many will be in a pyramidal or half spherical shape. Spiritually developed
individuals will begin to gather in new age communities, so called islands of Light. When people
will release the past, everybody will experience clarity of mind, emotional aliveness and physical
health. The basic cell of society in islands of Light will not be a family of personalities (father,
mother and children) but a family of souls (twin souls, soul mates and other members of a soul
family). People will connect there energetically and telepathically with angels, guides and
extraterrestrials. Through islands of Light a physical connection between the surface of the planet
and extraterrestrial civilizations will be established. There will be teleportation chambers in islands
of Light through which it will be possible to travel into the resistance movement, for some people
into the Atlantean network and also towards the mother ships. When the network of Light will be
strong and stable enough this will enable mass landings of starships. The extraterrestrials will assist
humanity during its transition towards the new age and with the process of acceptance of this planet
into the galactic confederation. They will anchor energy columns that will guide planet Earth
through its transformation during its entry into the inner section of the tachyon belt.
When the critical mass of consciousness will be achieved the first wave of ascension will occur.
Mother ships of the galactic confederation will hover as brilliant white clouds above the islands of
Light, where teleportation beams will descend and lift the volunteers into the mother ships. Those
volunteers will reappear on Earth shortly in ascended state in their rainbow bodies of Light. Soon
afterwards another critical mass will be achieved and the second wave of ascension will happen.
Masses of ascended masters that will return to Earth will prepare humanity for the third wave of
ascension and for the evacuation. Great planetary cataclysms will begin then as a cleansing of the
physical matter of the planet. At the moment of most intensive cataclysms a polar shift will happen
and that will trigger the third wave of ascension with final evacuation. Linear time as WE know it
will end and Earth will enter a new, higher dimension.
~ Ishtar Antares

